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Deblurring Low-Light Images with Light Streaks
Zhe Hu , Sunghyun Cho , Jue Wang , Senior Member, IEEE, and
Ming-Hsuan Yang , Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Images acquired in low-light conditions with handheld cameras are often blurry, so steady poses and long exposure time
are required to alleviate this problem. Although significant advances have been made in image deblurring, state-of-the-art approaches
often fail on low-light images, as a sufficient number of salient features cannot be extracted for blur kernel estimation. On the other
hand, light streaks are common phenomena in low-light images that have not been extensively explored in existing approaches. In this
work, we propose an algorithm that utilizes light streaks to facilitate deblurring low-light images. The light streaks, which commonly
exist in the low-light blurry images, contain rich information regarding camera motion and blur kernels. A method is developed in
this work to detect light streaks for kernel estimation. We introduce a non-linear blur model that explicitly takes light streaks and
corresponding light sources into account, and pose them as constraints for estimating the blur kernel in an optimization framework.
For practical applications, the proposed algorithm is extended to handle images undergoing non-uniform blur. Experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods on deblurring real-world low-light images.
Index Terms—Image deblurring, light streak, non-uniform blur
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INTRODUCTION

T

AKING

good pictures in low-light conditions is perhaps
the most challenging task for non-professional photographers. Since longer exposure time is often required in
such cases to generate well-lit images, the captured photos
using a handheld camera are often blurry due to inevitable
camera shakes. It is of great interest to develop effective
image deblurring algorithms to recover sharp images from
blurry low-light inputs.
Although significant advances in single-image deblurring have been recently made [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], the state-of-the-art methods are less effective for
handling low-light photos as the success usually hinges on
whether or not salient image features such as edges [4], [9],
[11], [12] can be extracted reliably for blur kernel estimation.
However in low-light images, the amount of salient image
features that can be extracted is often limited, as shown by
the example in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the contents of low-light
images often are manipulated by various signal processors
with non-linear tone mapping. Thus, these images cannot
be well modeled by linear blur functions used in most
deblurring approaches [13].
In this paper, we present a novel method for removing
image blur caused by camera shakes, by explicitly utilizing
light streaks that often appear in low-light images. Light streaks
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are generated by blurred light sources such as light bulbs,
flash lights and reflected lights, which are common in both
natural (e.g., stars in the sky) and man-made scenes (e.g., street
lights). Given that these light sources are small high-intensity
objects in the scenes, the light streaks roughly resemble the
shapes of the underlying blur kernels. Intuitively, light streaks
contain rich blur information that can potentially help deblur
low-light images.
However, without proper design, the presence of light
streaks can adversely affect the performance of existing
deblurring approaches on estimating blur kernels accurately.
The reasons are twofold. First, most state-of-the-art methods
extract and use salient edges for blur kernel estimation [4],
[11], [14], but light streaks often contain high-contrast sharp
edges around them that may mislead blur kernel estimation
into a false delta blur kernel. Second, light streaks often
contain saturated pixels. As shown in [15], without proper
handling of saturated pixels, deconvolution of light streak
pixels may result in significant ringing artifacts and severely
degrade blur kernel estimation. To avoid such adverse effects
of light streaks on blur kernel estimation, Harmeling et al. [16]
and Whyte et al. [17] discard saturated pixels before estimating blur kernels. Regarding non-blind deconvolution,
Cho et al. [15] and Whyte et al. [17] explicitly model saturated
pixels in their optimization processes to suppress ringing artifacts caused by saturated pixels. However, all these methods
do not exploit rich information that light streaks contain.
In this work, we propose a deblurring algorithm that
exploits light streaks as additional cues for blur kernel estimation. We extend the widely-used linear blur formulation and
propose a non-linear model by explicitly considering point
light sources as well as streaks. We show that this model
describes the formation of low-light images with streaks
more accurately. Next, we present a kernel estimation energy
function that takes light streaks as well as other image structures into account. Our method also automatically detects
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Fig. 1. Deblurring a low-light image. The amount of salient image features that can be extracted from the low-light image is limited. This leads to the
failure of the state-of-the-art methods [4], [9] on the image. The proposed method (d) improves the results by detecting and making use of the light
streaks (the detected light streaks are shown in the boxes of (a)).

light streaks that are useful for kernel estimation. After the
blur kernel is estimated, the restored image is obtained by a
regularized Richardson-Lucy deconvolution scheme with
outlier handling to suppress ringing artifacts. Quantitative
and qualitative experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art
methods for deblurring low-light images.

2

RELATED WORK AND CONTEXT

The problem of removing spatially invariant blur has been
studied extensively and significant progress has been made
[1], [4], [5], [14], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. A blurry image can
be formulated by a convolution process with a spatially
invariant blur kernel
B ¼ K  I þ N;

(1)

where B, I and K denote a blurry image, a latent image and
a blur kernel, respectively. In addition, N is used to describe
image noise and  is a convolution operator. Removing blur
caused by camera shakes becomes a blind deconvolution
problem. As blind deconvolution is an ill-posed problem,
prior knowledge is often required for effective solutions.
Early work focuses on generic priors obtained from statistic
properties of natural images. In [1], the heavy-tailed gradient distribution of natural images is exploited as a constraint for sharp images. A method that uses gradients of
a latent image is presented in [3] in which constraints on
consistency of smooth regions before and after blurring are
enforced. In [23], a deblurring method is proposed to exploit
sparsity constraints for both blur kernels and latent images
in the wavelet domain. In contrast to methods that adopt
fixed priors, recent approaches use adaptive priors to better
represent image contents of specific inputs. In [21], an image
restoration algorithm is developed to apply adaptive priors
based on texture contents. The spectrum based algorithms [8], [24], [25] exploit the property that the power
spectra of the sharp natural images can be well modeled by
statistical regularities. Thus, the power spectrum of a blur
kernel can be estimated from that of a blurry image and the

blur kernel is recovered using a phase retrieval scheme.
Recently, an adaptive sparse prior is used in a multi-image
deblurring framework, where a coupled penalty is shown
to handle the local minimum problem effectively [26].
In this work, we exploit rich information contained in light
streaks for blur kernel estimation. We note that there has been
a limited amount of work that utilizes light streaks for image
deblurring. The most related work to ours is an interactive
deblurring method proposed by Hua and Low [27] in which
a light streak region needs to be manually selected for blur
kernel estimation. Since no other image structures are used,
the blur kernel generated from a small cropped region may
not be optimal for the entire image especially for non-uniform
blur cases. In contrast, our method automatically detects and
incorporates multiple light streaks in a principled optimization framework for more accurately estimating blur kernels.
Numerous methods model blurry images as the results of
camera shakes with only translation. In practice, blurry
images can be better modeled with spatially variant kernels.
This problem has attracted significant attention due to its
wide range of practical applications [20], [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35]. In [32], [35], geometric approaches are
proposed to model an observed blurry image as the integration of all the intermediate images captured by the camera
along the motion trajectory. These intermediate images are
modeled as transformations (i.e., homographies) of the sharp
image to be recovered. Based on this model, image blur
caused by camera motion can be well formulated as an optimization problem. It is also possible to remove spatially varying blur by estimating a general camera motion function. A
similar model has been used to model three degrees of camera
motion (with in-plane translation and rotation) [33]. The optimization problems for removing spatially variant blur often
require heavy computational load. Consequently, fast patchbased non-uniform deblurring methods have been developed [34], [36]. In [37], the back projection technique is used
to initialize the camera motion from estimated kernels of
several image patches for fast convergence. In this work,
we present an efficient non-uniform blur extension of the
proposed method with light streaks.
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Fig. 2. Examples of light streak detection. The red box indicates the best light streak patch and the green boxes show additional light streak patches
that are automatically identified by the proposed algorithm.

3

LIGHT STREAK DETECTION

To detect light streaks in a blurry image for kernel estimation,
we first detect a set of candidate image patches. In principle,
we can select a light streak that is the most similar to the
underlying blur kernel based on power spectrum. In practice,
we use multiple light streaks for robust kernel estimation.
This is due to that one light streak may be fully or partially saturated, and may contain only limited information of the blur
kernel. By using multiple light streaks, we can cumulatively
extract more information. Furthermore, using multiple light
streaks from different parts of the image helps alleviate issues
with image noise and local distortions.

3.1 Identifying Candidate Patches
We first identify a number of image patches that may contain light streaks from a blurry input. We use the following
physical properties to determine good light streak patches:
(1) pixels covered by a light streak should have relatively
high intensities and those on the background should have
relatively low intensities in a local neighborhood; (2) high
intensity pixels in a light streak patch should have a very
sparse distribution; (3) a light streak should be located near
the center of a patch; and (4) there should be no other image
structures in a light streak patch.
Based on these properties, we apply a set of heuristic filters to remove irrelevant image patches through the following steps. First, we take all the patches centered at all the
pixels in the input blurry image, and apply two thresholds
of maximum image intensity and gradient magnitude to
them in order to rule out dark and flat patches based on the
first property. The thresholds are set adaptively based on
the global statistics, e.g., top 10 percent pixels are above the
thresholds. According to the second property, we discard
those patches that contain many high intensity pixels (e.g.,
more than 15 percent). Based on the remaining two properties, we divide each patch into the center region whose size
is half of the original patch and the border region. We then
compute the number of pixels with either high intensity or
high gradient magnitude (above the thresholds) in the border region, and normalize it by the number computed from
the center region. If the ratio is higher than a threshold (e.g.,
30 percent), we discard the patch. We denote a set of light
streak patches remaining after this step by Pinit . This entire
process can be implemented by applying a set of simple
image filters and thresholding the whole image. It can
quickly remove most irrelevant patches in the image (e.g.,

more than 99 percent patches for low light images) and
retain only a small amount of candidate patches (e.g., less
than 1 percent patches) for further analysis.

3.2 Determining the Best Light Streak Patch
From Pinit , we find the patch that best resembles the blur
kernel of an input blurry image. Intuitively, the best light
streak patch should contain a well-lit trajectory that has
roughly the same shape as the blur kernel. This means the
light source needs to be small as well as in-focus, and separated from other image structures.
We use the method proposed by [8] to obtain a good
approximate power spectrum of the unknown blur kernel
from a blurry image. Specifically, we first define a metric
based on power spectrum to select the best light streak. The
power law of natural images shows [8], [38], [39]
2
b
/ kvkb ;
jIðvÞj

(2)

where Ib is the Fourier transform of an image I, v is the coordinate in the frequency domain, and b is approximately 2. It
is well known that a Laplacian filter is a good approximation to kvkb such that
2 b
b
jIðvÞj
jLðvÞj  C;

(3)

where L is a Laplacian filter and C is a constant. For a blurry
image B ¼ K  I þ N, we have
2 b
2 b
2
b
b
b
b
jLðvÞj  jIðvÞj
jKðvÞj2 jLðvÞj
 CjKðvÞj
:
jBðvÞj

(4)

In the spatial domain, we have B  B  L  CðK  KÞ,
where  is a correlation operator. Based on this, we define
a metric
dðP; BÞ ¼ min kB  B  L  CðP  P Þk2 ;
C

(5)

where P is a candidate light streak patch. The optimal C
can be computed by solving a least squares problem.
Among all the candidate patches, we select the one with
the smallest distance as the best light streak patch, Pbest ¼
arg minP dðP; BÞ. Note that this method naturally favors
unsaturated light streaks, as saturated ones would result
in larger distance values. On the other hand, this method
may still find a saturated light streak when it simply minimizes the above objective function. Fig. 2 shows some
examples of the best light streak patch selected by the proposed method.
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3.3 Finding Additional Light Streak Patches
Next, we use the selected best light streak patch to find
additional ones from the initial candidate set Pinit based on
the euclidean distance between the candidate patch P and
the best patch Pbest . The histogram of each candidate patch
is normalized in order to account for the intensity difference
in dark background and bright foreground from different
light streak regions. We find light streak patches with the
distance to the best light streak patch smaller than a certain
threshold, and define a set of detected light streak patches
NP
. In this work, we use a threshold of 0.13
as: P ¼ fPi gi¼1
SP maxðPbest Þ where SP is the side length of a square patch.
The threshold enforces the average pixel difference between
the best light streak patch and additional ones to be less
1
maxðPbest Þ, which is empirically small enough to
than 60
select similar light streak patches. Fig. 2 shows some examples of detected light streak patches.
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P^i ¼ K  Di þ N:

(6)

where c is a clipping function defined as cðvÞ ¼ v if v is in
the dynamic range of the camera sensor, and cðvÞ ¼ 0 or 1
otherwise (we use the dynamic range normalized to [0, 1]
in this work). In (6), Pi is the light streak patch and Ti is a
matrix-form transformation to insert patch Pi in the image
domain, with value 0 elsewhere other than the patch
location.
We use P^i to denote the unclipped light streaks such that
Pi ¼ cðP^i Þ. We introduce an auxiliary variable Di to describe
the appearance of the original point light source that produces
the light streak Pi . We further assume each point light source
has a disk shape, but may have different size and a different

(7)

Given the above model, we determine the K, Di , and I that
can best describe the observed image and detected light
streaks. This is carried out by the widely-used alternating
optimization approach. Given the initial values of the three
variables, we fix two of them at each time and optimize the
remaining one.

4.1 Updating K
In this step, we fix Di as well as I, and update K by optimizing the following energy function
X
fK ðKÞ ¼
jð@h BÞðxÞ  ðK  Gh ÞðxÞj2
x2Br

X

jð@v BÞðxÞ  ðK  Gv ÞðxÞj2 þ kKk1

x2Br

Once the light streaks are extracted, we estimate a blur kernel using the light streaks as additional cues. In this section,
we describe how to estimate a blur kernel using the detected
light streaks and other image structures for uniform image
deblurring. We also describe our extension to handle spatially variant cases in Section 6.
While the conventional blur model in (1) and sparse
image priors have been widely used in previous works, they
are not effective to model a low-light image with light streaks
because of saturated pixels and small-scale high-contrast
edges around light streaks as discussed in Section 1. In order
to circumvent such difficulties, we propose to separately
model image structures and light streak patches. Specifically,
we divide the pixels in an observed image B into three
complementary sets Bp , Br and Bs , which are defined as
= Pi 8ig,
Bp ¼ fxjx 2 Pi 9ig, Br ¼ fxjBðxÞ is not saturated ^ x 2
= Pi 8ig. These three sets
and Bs ¼ fxjBðxÞ is saturated ^ x 2
represent light streaks, unsaturated, and saturated regions,
?
respectively. We denote B as the complementary image cor?
responding to each complementary set B ; $ 2 fp; r; sg, and
?
?
?
?
assign each B a binary mask M such that B ¼ M  B.
Here  denotes pixelwise multiplication.
As such, we introduce a more accurate, nonlinear blur
model for low-light images
8 p P
>
< B ¼ Ti Pi
Br ¼ M r  ðK  I þ NÞ
>
: s
B ¼ M s  cðK  I þ NÞ;

NO. 10,

intensity value. In this work, these variables are estimated as
well. Specifically, each light streak is modeled as

þ
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XX

(8)

jðDi  KÞðxÞ  P^i ðxÞj2 ;

Pi 2P x2Pi

where x is the pixel index. The first two terms on the right
hand side are data terms based on the prediction scheme
proposed by Cho and Lee [4]. In addition, @h and @v are partial differential operators along the horizontal and vertical
axes, respectively, and Gh as well as Gv are predicted gradient maps along the two axes, respectively. Details on how
to compute Gh and Gv using filters can be found in [4]. Note
that the first two terms are applied only on pixels in M r and
are affected by neither saturated pixels nor light streaks.
The third term is the prior on K, and the last term is derived
from (7). It should be noted that, in contrast to existing edgebased approaches, such as [4] and [9] where edge extraction
is inevitably affected by saturated regions and light streaks,
we exclude them in the kernel update procedure.
Optimizing (8) requires to know unclipped light streaks
P^i , which are not available due to the limited dynamic range
of camera sensors. Instead, we compute an approximation
of P^i before the blur kernel estimation step as described in
Section 4.4. The energy in (8) is minimized using an iterative
reweighed least squares method (IRLS). Here we set m to
SI =ðSP NP Þ at the beginning, where SI is the image size. We
reduce m with a factor 0.75 over iterations to rely more on
the data error term. We set  as s 2 SP2 =502 with s denoting
the noise deviation of the Gaussian prior.

4.2 Updating Di
For each selected light streak patch, we estimate its original
light source. As mentioned above, we assume that the original
point light Di has a disk shape, and its size and intensity may
vary. Thus, we model Di as a function of two parameters ti and
ri , which denote the intensity value and the radius of the disk,
respectively. Note that ti is not restricted to the dynamic range
of the image. We then define an energy function for this step as
fDi ðti ; ri Þ ¼ kDi ðti ; ri Þ  K  P^i k2 þ kDi ðti ; ri Þ  Ii k2 ;

(9)

where Ii is the patch in the latent image I covering the same
pixels as Pi . Since we have strong prior knowledge about
the light sources, e.g., they are usually small with high
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Fig. 3. Distribution fitting to empirical image gradient statistics of a typical
low-light image (top) with Gaussian a ¼ 2, Laplacian a ¼ 1 and hyperLaplacian a ¼ 0:8.

intensity values, we sample a discrete set of possible ti and
ri values, and determine the optimal one that minimizes
fDi ðti ; ri Þ. In practice, this exhaustive search performs well
in both synthetic and real examples.

4.3 Updating I
We update the latent image I using the updated blur kernel
K and light sources Di by optimizing the following energy
function
X
X
fI ðIÞ ¼
mkDi  Ii k2 þ
jBðxÞ  ðK  IÞðxÞj2
x2Br

i

X
þg
ðj@h IðxÞja þ j@v IðxÞja Þ;

the average of the interpolated values to replace the saturated
pixels. Note that, despite the simplicity of the spline approximation, it works well in our experiments because we use
multiple light streaks. Light streak pixels often have locally
smooth intensity values as shown in Fig. 2, and we also use
other image structures. For fully saturated light streak
patches, the interpolation-based approximation method may
fail to recover unclipped light streak patches. However, in
such cases, the fully saturated light streaks still contain sufficient shape information for initialization. Furthermore, the
optimization process (8) compensates the light streak term
with the data terms based on the blur model.
To update Di , we sample a discrete set f100=255; 120=
255; 140=255; . . . ; 1000=255g for ti and f1; 2; 3g for ri . Strictly
speaking, the maximum value 1000=255 may not be large
enough for modeling the real intensity values of point light
sources in real images. However, the maximum value is sufficient for the task considered in this work. Since our light
streak detection naturally favors unsaturated light streaks,
most of the underlying light sources Di are not heavily
exposed, i.e., the original intensity values are not large.
Even when ti is smaller than the true intensity value, it does
not affect the shape of the estimated blur kernel. In such
cases, the pixels in the estimated blur kernel have larger
intensity values, which are then normalized after blur kernel estimation.
For each image, we estimate the blur kernel in the original resolution without the coarse-to-fine strategy. In the first
iteration, we compute K by taking out the first and second
terms in (8) and only considering the best detected light
streak patch as
X
jðD1  KÞðxÞ  P^1 ðxÞj2 ;
(11)
arg min kKk1 þ m
K

x2P1

where we initialize Di as the point light source with ri ¼ 1
and ti ¼ maxP^i . Given the initial K and Di , we compute I,
and iteratively update all three terms.

(10)

x

where the first term corresponds to the second term in (9). The
second term is the data term derived from the blur model.
The third term is the sparse prior proposed in [40]. We set m
in the same way as in (8), and g is empirically set to be 0.005 in
our experiments. We set the sparse prior a ¼ 0:8 based on natural image statistics. As shown in Fig. 3, the hyper-Laplacian
distribution with exponent a ¼ 0:8 fits the major portion of
small gradients well, but fails to simulate the tail. That is, the
sparse prior does not regularize well in high contrast regions,
e.g., regions around light sources and saturated pixels.
However, the term on estimated light sources helps alleviate
this issue. We use a more sophisticated algorithm to better
handle saturated regions in the final deconvolution step
(see Section 5). We solve (10) using the IRLS method.

4.4 Initialization and Implementation Details
To compute the unclipped light streak patch P^i in (8), we need
to estimate the original intensity values of the saturated pixels
from the clipped light streak Pi . We apply 1D spline interpolation along horizontal and vertical axes separately to saturated
pixels (e.g., using the MATLAB function interp1) and use

5

DECONVOLUTION WITH KERNELS

We use a non-blind deconvolution method to restore the
latent contents after the blur kernel is estimated. As lowlight images often contain numerous saturated pixels, they
need to be handled properly to minimize ringing artifacts in
the restored results.
Several approaches for handling saturated pixels in nonblind deconvolution have been proposed. Cho et al. [15]
present a blur model that explicitly models outliers including saturated pixels, and use an expectation-maximization
(EM) method to generate the final image. Whyte et al. [17]
develop a modified Richardson-Lucy algorithm based on a
blur model with a saturation function. The method by Whyte
et al. includes an additional scheme to reduce ringing effects,
and the approach by Cho et al. can handle other types of outliers. In this work, we describe a deconvolution algorithm
that combines the advantages of these two methods.
We use the Richardson-Lucy deconvolution method as
it is effective in suppressing ringing artifacts. In the Richardson-Lucy deconvolution method, the latent image I is estimated by maximizing the likelihood pðBjK; IÞ which is
defined by a Poisson distribution. The update equation of
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the deconvolution method is derived by differentiating the
log-likelihood with respect to I
I tþ1 ¼ I t  K 

It

B
;
K

(12)

where I t is the latent image estimate at the tth iteration. The
division operation is pixel-wise.
To better handle outliers and saturated pixels, we formulate the non-blind deconvolution process as a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) problem in a way similar to the approach
by Cho et al. [15]
X
pðBjM; K; IÞpðMjK; IÞpðIÞ;
(13)
pðIjB; KÞ /
M2M

where M is a mask for specifying inliers and outliers, i.e.,
MðxÞ ¼ 1 if BðxÞ is an inlier, and MðxÞ ¼ 0 if BðxÞ is an outlier. In addition, M is a set of all possible M. We use a
Poisson distribution to model inliers and an uniform distribution for outliers. The likelihood term pðBjM; K; IÞ is
defined as P ðBðxÞjM; K; IÞ ¼ PðBðxÞjK  IðxÞÞ if MðxÞ ¼ 1
and P ðBðxÞjM; K; IÞ ¼ w otherwise, where P is a Poisson
distribution and w is a constant defined as the inverse of the
width of the dynamic range. We define P ðMjK; IÞ and P ðIÞ
in the same way as detailed by Cho et al. [15].
Given the above formulations, we derive an EM-based
regularized deconvolution method. The E-step computes
pixelwise weights W t at the tth iteration as
Wt ¼

PðBjK  I t ÞPin
;
PðBjK  I t ÞPin þ Cð1  Pin Þ

(14)

where Pin 2 ½0; 1 is the probability that Bx is an inlier. The
M-step updates the latent image I as
I tþ1 ¼



It
B  Wt
t

K

þ
1

W
;
1 þ ’rðI t Þ
It  K

(15)

where rðIÞ is the derivative of a sparse prior defined by
rðIÞ ¼ signð@h IÞaj@h I t ja1 þ signð@v IÞaj@v I t ja1 :

(16)

We set a to be 0.8 and set ’ according to the noise level as
in [15], and the deconvolution process is carried out by solving (14) and (15) alternatively.
For computational efficiency, we approximate (14) using
a Gaussian distribution and have
Wt ¼

N ðBjK  I t ÞPin
:
N ðBjK  I t ÞPin þ Cð1  Pin Þ

(17)

We typically use 40 iterations to obtain the deconvolution
results. To further suppress ringing artifacts, we adopt
the scheme by Whyte et al. [41] and decompose an image
into unsaturated and saturated regions before performing
deconvolution separately.

6

NON-UNIFORM DEBLURRING

In the previous sections, we describe a deblurring algorithm
using a uniform blur model with light streaks. In practice,
camera shakes cause spatially variant blur effects, in which
the blur shapes at different locations are different. In this
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section, we show how to extend the proposed method to
non-uniform image deblurring.
Since the blur kernels and light streaks at different locations can vary dramatically (see Fig. 10a for an example),
the power spectra of different image regions are significantly different. As a result, the power spectrum of the
whole image does not necessarily approximate to that of
any local blur kernel, which is the assumption in the uniform blur situation. Simply applying the proposed uniform
method presented in Section 3 to non-uniform cases using
the power spectrum of the whole image may lead to high
false positive rate of light streak detection. Instead, we may
split the image into small regions and treat each region as
the uniform blur case, and apply our uniform deblurring
method independently to each region. However, this
approach does not work well either, as it does not consider
the underlying geometric constraints of the camera motion
on blur kernels of different regions.

6.1 Light Streak Detection in Non-Uniform Cases
To overcome the aforementioned issues for non-uniform
deblurring, we adopt a local strategy to detect and use light
streaks to constrain the underlying camera motion. We first
split the image into a grid of tiled regions to detect light
streaks. Each region is modeled by a uniform blur kernel
and we apply the power spectrum method to detect the best
light streak in each region. However, there may be false
alarms for some regions even though they do not contain
any light streaks or image structures as shown in Fig. 4a.
Thus, we utilize cross validation1 as light streaks at different
tiles are similar in terms of shape and value distribution
although they appear spatially variant. For cross validation,
we use the cross-correlation based similarity metric proposed in [12] as it better captures similarity between spatially-varying PSFs than the euclidean distance as shown in
[12]. We measure the similarity between two light streaks
and if the similarity is higher than a certain threshold, we
consider them to be similar. If a detected light streak has
few (e.g., less than two) similar light streaks from other tiles,
it is considered a false alarm. We set the threshold for the
similarity measure to 0.75 in our work. With this validation
step, we obtain light streak detection with a low false positive rate for non-uniform cases as shown in Fig. 4b.
It is worth noticing that our cross validation step requires
at least three detected light streaks to perform properly. In
addition, the proposed algorithm is able estimate non-uniform blur kernels more robustly and accurately when more
well-distributed light strakes can be detected. With fewer
than three valid light streaks after cross validation, our blur
estimation process will fall back to conventional non-uniform blur estimation without light streaks.
6.2 Non-Uniform Model with Light Streaks
With detected light streaks, we can add kernel constraints to
any geometric non-uniform blur model [32], [33], [34], [35].
In this work, we use the method by Hirsch et al. [34]
in which the spatial-variant blurry image is modeled as the
sum of several blurry patches by
1. In this paper, we use the term to indicate cross-checking the validity of light streaks using their neighbors, instead of the meaning used in
machine learning.
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Fig. 4. Example of light streak detection for non-uniform blurred images. (a) A spatial-variant blurry image with direct application of the light streak
detection method to tiled regions. (b) A spatial-variant blurry image with the light streak detection method and cross validation. (c) imperfect light streaks
that are detected in (a) but are removed by cross validation in (b). False positives can be removed by cross validation of detected light streaks.

X

B¼t I,

K r  ðwr  IÞ þ N;

(18)

r

where t I denotes the model by Hirsch et al., K r represents the blur kernel for the rth region, and wr is the weight
r
for the rth region. The kernel
P K is constrained within the
geometric model as K r ¼ u t u bru , with bru and t u denoting
the kernel basis in the rth region and its corresponding
weight. Each kernel basis bu is computed by applying the
corresponding homography to a grid of cells where each
one corresponds to the center of a region. The weight t u
indicates the relative exposure time of the camera at pose u.
The above model can be written as
!
X X
r
t u bu  ðwr  IÞ þ N:
(19)
B¼
u

r

Similar to (6), we have the following model for low-light
images
8 p
P
< B ¼ Ti Pi ¼ Ti ðcðt DÞÞ
Br ¼ M r  ðt I þ NÞ
(20)
: s
B ¼ M s  cðt I þ NÞ;
P
where D ¼ Di is the image that includes all the original
light sources for detected light streaks. Here t I is obtained
from the model defined in (18).

6.3 Estimation of the Blur Parameter t
To estimate t, we optimize the following energy function
similar to (8)
X
jð@h BÞðxÞ  ð@h ðt IÞÞðxÞj2
ft ðtÞ ¼
x2M r

þ

X

jð@v BÞðxÞ  ð@v ðt IÞÞðxÞj

2

(21)

x2M r

þ mjBp  ðt DÞj2 þ jtj2 ;
where @h and @v are partial differential operators along the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The detected light
streaks are used as constraints to regularize the weight estimation of camera motion. Since the model is linear with
respect to t, there exists matrix-vector multiplication
expression Ah t ¼ @h ðt IÞ and Av t ¼ @v ðt IÞ with respect
to fixed I, and AD t ¼ t D with respect to fixed D. We minimize the above equation using conjugate gradient descent.

We update Di with the local blur kernel inferred using t at
the corresponding location.

6.4 Estimation of the Latent Image I
We use a patch-wise non-blind deconvolution method with
overlapping ratio of 0.1 to estimate the latent image I. For
each patch, we generate the PSF at the center using the estimated blur parameter t, and update the patch using the
same energy function in (10). Once all the patches are computed, the Bartlett-Hann window function is used to blend
overlapping areas for updating the latent image I. For the
final deconvolution, we apply the same patch-wise strategy
using the method in Section 5 for non-blind deconvolution.

7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB and
experiments are carried out on a computer with 1.73 GHz
Core i7 CPU and 8 GB RAM. In this work, the light streak
detection and kernel estimation processes are carried out on
the grayscale image of each blurry input, e.g., JPEG and PNG
format. For an image of 700 1000 pixels, the light streak
detection step takes about 2/5 seconds, and the kernel estimation step takes around 5/15 minutes for uniform/non-uniform cases. The source code and dataset will be made
available to the public. We present experimental results under
uniform blurs from Sections 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, and results under
non-uniform blurs in Section 7.4. The patch size for light
streak detection is set to be the same as the blur kernel size
(which can be set for different experiments). The blur kernel
size in our experiments ranges from 25 25 to 55 55 pixels.

7.1 Light Streaks
To evaluate the proposed light streak detection algorithm,
we collect a set of 40 natural low-light images that contain
light streaks for experiments. We then visually examine the
extracted light streak patches in each image to determine if
the selected best light streak patches contain light streaks. In
35 out of 40 images (87.5 percent), the proposed method
successfully extracts correct light streaks. Fig. 2 shows
examples of our light streak detection.
We then evaluate the proposed algorithm against the
method by Hua and Low [27] which estimates the blur kernel from a manually selected light streak patch. Since this
method only uses one single light streak patch, we also limit
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Fig. 5. A comparison with the approach by Hua and Low [27]. The image region enclosed by the red box is a manually selected light streak, and the
region enclosed by the green box is determined by the proposed algorithm. (a) Input image; (b) a cropped region from (a); (c) & (e) cropped results
by Hua and Low [27], using the red and green light streak patches, respectively; (d) & (f) cropped results by our method, using the red and green light
streak patches, respectively.

Fig. 6. Comparisons on synthetic examples of uniform blur. The images on the second and fourth rows are zoom-in views of that in the first
and third rows.

the proposed algorithm to select a patch for fair comparisons. For each input image we use two different light
streaks: the best patch determined by the proposed method,
and a manually selected patch that is visually obvious to
the user, as shown in Fig. 5.
The deblurring results show that the method by Hua and
Low is sensitive to the selected input patch as it performs well
with the detected non-saturated light streak by the proposed
algorithm, but fails with the other manually selected image
patch. As this method only relies on the light streak for
extracting the blur kernel, it does not perform well when saturated pixels are included in the patch. In contrast, the proposed algorithm performs well even with the saturated patch
as we also use other image structures for kernel estimation.
Furthermore, with the non-saturated patch, our method

generates deblurred images of higher quality using the proposed optimization scheme. The results also demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm is able to effectively select light-streak
patches for deblurring. More comparisons against the method
by Hua and Low on real examples are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

7.2 Synthetic Images
We use a synthetic dataset of uniform blurred images for
quantitative evaluation. We capture 11 low-light images in
the RAW format from a variety of scenes using a Canon
Rebel XSi camera with an EF-S 18-55 mm lens. For each
image we apply 14 different blur kernels first, and then add
Gaussian noise with 1 percent variance. We note that original noise in the RAW image is removed due to the blurring
process, and thus additional noise has to be added after
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Fig. 7. Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods on a real example. The images in the second and fourth rows are zoom-in views of that in the
first and third rows.

blurring to mimic the noise appearance. The whole set consists of 154 synthetic images.
Fig. 6 shows a representative example in this dataset and
the uniformly deblurred images. For fair comparisons, we
use the same non-blind deconvolution scheme described in
Section 5 for all methods. The results show that the proposed algorithm is able to estimate more accurate kernels
and deblur images well in terms of visual quality.
We compare the proposed algorithm with the state-of-art
uniform deblurring methods [4], [6], [14], [42] using the
metric proposed in [5]. This metric computes the relative
reconstruction error, the difference between a recovered
image Ir and the known ground-truth sharp image Ig over
the difference between the deblurred image Ikg with the
ground truth kernel kg and the ground-truth sharp image,
i.e., jjIr  Ig jj2 =jjIkg  Ig jj2 . Following [5], we compute the
success rates of different methods based on this metric
(Fig. 9), where the success rate at a given error ratio is the
percentage of deblurred images with relative reconstruction
error less than the given error ratio. We also compute the
average kernel similarity [12] which describes the similarity
between the estimated and ground-truth kernels. Table 1
shows that the proposed algorithm performs favorably
against existing approaches on deblurring low-light images
as a result of exploiting light streaks effectively.

7.3 Real Low-Light Images
We qualitatively compare the proposed algorithm with the
state-of-the-art deblurring methods [4], [9] on real-world lowlight images. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, existing methods

do not perform well on the low-light images due to an
insufficient number of salient edges identified for kernel
estimation, and the adverse effects of light streaks discussed in Section 1 (the estimated kernels are close to delta
functions). In contrast, the proposed algorithm is able to
estimate more accurate kernels and generate sharper
deblurred images.

7.4 Non-Uniform Blur
We first compare the proposed algorithm with the state-ofart uniform [4], [9] and non-uniform [41] deblurring methods on real low-light images. As shown in Fig. 10, the stateof-the-art deblurring methods do not perform well on lowlight images. Although these methods are effective for
deblurring generic well-lit images, the estimated kernels for
low-light images are similar to delta functions as salient
edges cannot be effectively extracted. In contrast, the proposed algorithm estimates non-uniform blurs well with the
constraints of detected light streaks.
For comprehensive analysis, we use the same setup to
[43] for our experiments. We generate 165 low-light images
from 11 clear images capture at night and 15 camera
motions, 3 from [43] and 12 from inertial sensors (gyroscope
and accelerometer).
We compare the proposed algorithm with the state-of-art
uniform [4], [6], [9], [42] and non-uniform [34], [41] deblurring
methods on the dataset of 165 synthetically generated images.
We use the average PSNR to evaluate the deblurring methods
and present the results in Fig. 11. One example from the dataset is shown in Fig. 12. The camera motion is successfully
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Fig. 8. Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods on a real example. The images on the second and fourth rows are zoom-in views of that in the
first and third rows.

estimated as the projected kernels in Fig. 12f are close to the
light streaks in the blurry image (Fig. 12a). Figs. 11 and 12 also
show that our non-uniform method achieves higher PSNR
values and visually better results than our uniform method
for non-uniformly blurred images.

7.5 Failure Cases
The proposed algorithm fails in some cases. One scenario is
when the underlying sources of light streaks are large and
cannot be modeled well with point lights, as shown in
TABLE 1
Quantitative Comparisons Using Kernel Similarity (KS)

Fig. 9. Success rate of reconstruction error ratio [5] on the synthetic
dataset of uniform blur. There are 154 blurry images consisting of 11
low-light images and 14 blur kernels.

Cho and Lee Krishnan et al. Levin et al. Xu et al. Ours
[4]
[6]
[42]
[9]
KS
0.5323
0.5449
0.5298
0.5312 0.7069
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Fig. 10. Non-uniform deblurring on a real image by the evaluated methods.

Fig. 11. Quantitative comparison on the synthetic dataset of non-uniform blurred images. There are 165 blurry images generated from 11 low-light
images and 15 camera motions from [43] and data collected by inertial sensors. The x-axis denotes the image index and y-axis represents the average PSNR value. The average PSNR value over all the test images are shown on the rightmost column.

Fig. 12. An example from the synthetic dataset of non-uniform blur (the sharp image is im08 in Fig. 11). The image is generated by applying camera
motion obtained from inertial sensors to a low-light image.
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